An extensive study on specific absorption rate (SAR) covering 720 simulations and 15 voxel models (18-105 kg) has been performed by applying the parallel finite-difference time-domain method. High-resolution whole-body models have been irradiated with plane waves from 300 MHz to 5 GHz by applying various incoming directions and polarizations. Detailed results of wholebody SAR and peak 10 g SAR are reported, and SAR variation in the dB scale is examined. For an adult, the effect of incoming direction on wholebody SAR is larger in the GHz range than at around 300-450 MHz, and the effect is stronger with vertical polarization. For a child (height ∼1.2 m), the effect of incoming direction is similar as for an adult, except at 300 MHz for horizontal polarization. The effect of the phantom (18-105 kg) on wholebody SAR is larger at around 2-5 GHz and at vertical 300 MHz (proximity of whole-body resonance for the child) than at around horizontal 300-900 MHz. Body posture has little effect on whole-body SAR in the GHz range, but at around 300-450 MHz, one may even expect a 2 dB rise in wholebody SAR if posture is changed from the standing position. Posture affects peak 10 g SAR much more than whole-body SAR. The polarization of the incident electric field may have an effect of several dB on whole-body SAR. Between 2 and 5 GHz for adults, whole-body SAR is higher for horizontal than for vertical polarization, if the incoming direction is in the azimuth plane. In the GHz range, horizontal polarization gives higher whole-body SAR, especially for irradiation from the lateral direction. A comparison between homogeneous and heterogeneous models was done. A homogenized model underestimates whole-body SAR, especially at ∼2 GHz. The basic restriction of whole-body SAR, set by ICNIRP, is exceeded in the smallest models (∼20 kg) at the reference level of exposure, but also some adult phantoms are close to the limit. The peak 10 g SAR limits were never exceeded in the studied cases. The
present ICNIRP guidelines should be revised by lowering the reference levels, especially at around 2-5 GHz.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
Introduction
Modern society involves many applications and services based on electromagnetic (EM) fields, and it has been found reasonable to control the EM-field exposure of the general public and workers in order to avoid possible adverse health effects. Thus, e.g. ICNIRP (1998) has defined basic restrictions (limits) and reference levels on EM-field exposure. In the radio frequency and microwave range, the most relevant dosimetric quantity is the specific absorption rate (SAR) for which limits, based on established health effects, have been defined. The purpose of reference levels is to provide a practical way to assess exposure: if measured or modeled field strength or power density is below the corresponding reference level, SAR is below the basic restriction.
SAR can be computed by the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method with realistic human body models. SAR depends on exposure conditions such as frequency, field polarization and the wave incoming direction, and on the body size and anatomy. To obtain data for simple SAR formulas or statistical models of SAR variation ('uncertainty'), it is necessary to study SAR via a large number of full-wave field computations. Furthermore, it is important to examine under which conditions the SAR values stay below the limits set by e.g. ICNIRP (1998) . Conil et al (2008) studied SAR variability in adults and children, from 20 MHz to 2.4 GHz, for a plane wave irradiating an isolated body from the front with the electric field vertically polarized. In child models, obtained via morphing from adults, whole-body SAR typically exceeded the basic restriction at the reference level of exposure at around 2 GHz. Similar results were obtained in Kühn et al (2009) where SAR was studied under plane wave exposure, between 50 and 2450 MHz, with four models of different size, and also incoming direction and polarization were varied. In Kühn's paper the child models had been obtained from MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) data. Dimbylow and Bolch (2007) adapted University of Florida child phantoms for SAR calculation between 50 MHz and 4 GHz (frontally incident plane waves, vertical polarization). In their paper, too, basic restriction of whole-body SAR was exceeded by smaller children at the reference level of exposure. However, it can be remarked that Hirata et al (2008) showed by a computational thermal model that the same whole-body SAR causes less temperature elevation in a small child than in an adult.
The effect of body posture on SAR was studied by Findlay and Dimbylow (2005) by applying four postures in the range 10-300 MHz. Results were presented for frontally incident plane waves under isolated and grounded conditions. Seated voxel models of an adult and scaled versions representing children were studied by Findlay and Dimbylow (2006) for vertically and horizontally polarized frontally incident plane wave, under isolated and grounded conditions, between 10 MHz and 3 GHz. A novel posture transformation method was reported in Nagaoka and Watanabe (2008) where sitting models were exposed to frontally incident plane waves, for vertical polarization, between 30 MHz and 3 GHz.
In this work, 720 free-space plane-wave simulations have been performed in the frequency range from 300 MHz to 5 GHz for two orthogonal polarizations and for varying incoming direction. This frequency range covers many applications, e.g. GSM (Global System . Left: in the simulations, the propagation direction of an incoming plane wave (k) is specified using the angles θ and φ. Vertical polarization means that the electric field vector (E v ) lies in the shaded plane. Horizontal polarization means that the electric field vector (E h ) is normal to this shaded plane. E h does not have a u z component. Vectors E v , E h and k are orthogonal. All the models, in every simulated case, are looking towards the +x direction. Right: incoming directions illustrated.
for Mobile Communications) and various wireless broadband services: 450 MHz can be allocated for e.g. to wireless Internet in sparsely-populated areas, GSM is widely used at 900 MHz, UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) at 2100 MHz, and WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) at 3500 MHz. 15 body models of different type and weight (18-105 kg) have been irradiated, and also body posture has been varied. It is worth emphasizing that in the gigahertz range high model resolution (about 1 mm) has to be used in FDTD, which requires huge memory and computing resources, especially for adult phantoms and postures occupying larger computation volume (e.g. arms stretched out). Due to an exceptionally large number of models and incoming directions, and high frequencies, this work involves a very large number of high-resolution adult phantom simulations, which has necessitated the usage of parallel computation. Also, the effect of posture on SAR has been obtained in a wide frequency range up to 5 GHz. All the key results of the FDTD-SAR simulations, whole-body averaged SAR (SAR WB ) and peak 10 g SAR in the limbs and in the head/trunk region have been reported and presented in the figures, i.e. not only SAR WB .
Methods

Exposure setup and FDTD-based SAR computation
The body models were exposed to free-space plane waves for two orthogonal polarizations at 300, 450, 900, 2100, 3500 and 5000 MHz. The SAR simulations were performed by applying the FDTD method. Excitation signals were tapered sine waves at the point frequencies specified above. In each polarization-frequency case, the incoming direction and the human model were varied. Figure 1 shows the essential symbols of plane-wave exposure. In-house parallel FDTD and SAR codes were run in an HP supercluster in CSC (Finnish IT Center for Science). The FDTD code uses the effective convolutional perfectly matched layer (CPML) absorbing boundary condition. The SAR codes (SAR averaging) have been implemented according to IEEE Std C95.3 (2002) , Annex E, and Caputa et al (1999) . The methods and codes were validated before the simulations by an interlaboratory comparison 1 . The cell size in the uniform FDTD grid was always equal to the phantom resolution which is shown in table 1 for each phantom and for the low and high resolution cases (corresponding cell sizes are 2 mm and 1 mm for most of the phantoms). In general, lower resolution was used at 300-2100 MHz and higher resolution at 3500-5000 MHz (see section 2.2). The CPML layer thickness was seven cells, and the CPML-phantom distance was seven or eight cells, which has been found sufficient earlier (Laakso et al 2007) .
Human body models
The FDTD-SAR computations were done by applying 15 different human body models: the set includes seven heterogeneous models, two homogenized versions and a homogeneous phantom in six postures. The models are listed in table 1 with their weights and resolutions and are illustrated in figures 2 and 3. Actually, there are two versions of each model: a low-resolution model was applied at 300, 450, 900 and 2100 MHz and a high-resolution model was applied at 3500 and 5000 MHz (but the high-resolution version of Visible Human Project (VHP) Male was used also at 2100 MHz). For VHP Male and Virtual Family (VF), there were low-and high-resolution versions originally available. For Norman, Japan Male, Japan Female and the six posture models, the original phantoms were available at about 2 mm resolution. The high resolution models were obtained by dividing each cell into eight cells. The voxel data of Norman were obtained from the Health Protection Agency/UK (Dimbylow 1997) . Japanese Male and Female were obtained from the Biomedical EMC Group/NICT/Japan (Nagaoka et al 2004) . VHP Male is based on the Visible Human Project and the models have been obtained from Brooks Air Force Laboratory/USA (Ackerman 1998 , Mason et al 2000 . The posture models were outputted from Poser software and eventually corrected and manipulated in Matlab (co-operation with STUK 2 ). The voxel data of the original heterogeneous Virtual Family were received from the IT'IS Foundation/Switzerland (Christ et al 2010) . For the heterogeneous models the electrical properties of body tissues, conductivity and permittivity were obtained from the parametric models of Gabriel et al (1996) . For the homogeneous body phantoms, the tissue density was 1000 kg m −3 and the electrical parameters were as in table 2.
Results
Detailed normalized SAR results for incoming angle, model and posture variation
The SAR results shown in this paper have been normalized according to reference levels and SAR limits of ICNIRP (1998). A normalized SAR value is defined as where 'SAR' may refer to SAR WB (whole-body SAR), SAR 10g,HT (peak 10 g SAR in head/trunk) or SAR 10g,LI (peak in limbs) and SAR limit is the corresponding basic restriction (table 2) . S inc is the power density of the incoming plane wave and S ref (f ) is the corresponding frequency-dependent reference level (table 2) . Importantly, if a normalized SAR value exceeds 1, this means that the SAR limit is exceeded at the reference level of exposure, which should not happen (but the latest research, e.g. Kühn et al (2009 ), Conil et al (2008 and Dimbylow and Bolch (2007) , suggests that this can happen in some cases). A normalized SAR has exactly the same meaning for public and occupational exposure, because the occupational reference levels and SAR limits both are five times those of the general public. models. One can see the variation of normalized SAR WB as the incoming direction is changing.
In the gigahertz range f 2100 MHz, it is observed that SAR WB is strongly related to the the area of body silhouette presented to the wave 3 , i.e. SAR WB is higher when the wave comes from the front or back and smaller when the wave comes from the left-hand side, beneath-front or above-front. However, at the lower frequencies f < 1 GHz, the above concept of 'silhouette area' does not predict direction dependence of SAR WB any longer. Firstly, for example, at 300 MHz with vertical polarization, VF Boy Heterogeneous has its maximum SAR WB when the wave comes from the left-hand side of the model. Secondly, if the frequency is low, but the whole-body resonance is not effective (e.g. VF Male at 300 MHz or VF Boy at 450 MHz), the SAR WB (θ ) curve may open up, not down as always in the GHz range. That is, SAR WB may somewhat increase in the few-hundred-MHz region when θ deviates from 90
• . Furthermore, in VF Boy, at 300 MHz, SAR WB is notably higher for vertical polarization, which is explained by the proximity of the whole-body resonance.
Normalized SAR for incoming direction variation.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the incoming direction variation results of normalized SAR WB , SAR 10g,HT and SAR 10g,LI , respectively, for heterogeneous and homogeneous VF Male and VF Boy. In this compactform presentation each marker represents an incoming direction (11 directions total) and the polarization-frequency cases are indicated along the horizontal axis: 'H' and 'V' refer to horizontal and vertical polarizations, respectively, and the frequency is in MHz. In figure 6 , the highest normalized SAR WB values are found at 2100 MHz, which is due to the lower reference levels of incoming power density at 300, 450 and 900 MHz (table 2) and due to the tendency of the SAR WB decrease above 2.1 GHz (where S ref is constant). The worst case is vertical 2100 MHz with VF Boy Heterogeneous under frontal exposure where the limit is exceeded by 54%.
At f 900 MHz with both polarizations, SAR WB is maximized when the wave comes directly from the front or directly from the back, and more often the frontal exposure gives the maximum value (figure 6). Because this kind of direction dependence is very probable for any body model in standing posture, in order to get the worst-case SAR WB value at a given (high enough) frequency, it suffices to simulate frontal and back exposure cases only. It is unlikely that an arbitrary incoming direction could produce substantially higher SAR WB . However, above convenient rule for the worst-case SAR WB does not hold at lower frequencies 300 and 450 MHz, where, actually, the maximum SAR WB was never obtained under frontal or back exposure. But because the normalized SAR WB values are relatively small there, it is very unlikely that an arbitrary incoming direction could cause the normalized SAR WB to approach the limit. From figure 6 it is also observed that in the heterogeneous models the normalized SAR WB values have a clearly decreasing tendency with frequency above 2 GHz. Because in the homogeneous models this tendency is weaker, homogeneous phantoms become conservative for SAR WB estimation at 5 GHz (this issue is discussed more in section 3.1.5). Finally, figures 7 and 8 show that normalized SAR 10g,HT and SAR 10g,LI never exceed the Figure 5. Normalized SAR WB at 2100, 3500 and 5000 MHz for vertical and horizontal polarization. Incoming direction of the plane wave, propagating in free space, is indicated by θ and φ (figure 1). limit 1. Normalized peak 10 g SAR values tend to be higher in the head/trunk region than in the limbs, mainly because the SAR limit in the head/trunk is half of that in the limbs. Figure 9 shows the model variation results of normalized SAR WB , SAR 10g,HT and SAR 10g,LI for frontal and back exposure. Here, each marker represents a specific model in a standing posture (total 10 models in frontal case, 9 models in back-exposure case). At the reference level of exposure, the SAR WB limit is exceeded in VF Boy at several frequencies. Furthermore, the female models are quite close to the limit at 2100 MHz: for VF Female, normalized SAR WB = 0.941 at horizontal 2100 MHz. VHP Male (105.4 kg) has the lowest SAR WB in almost every case. Calculation of ratio SAR WB,frontal /SAR WB,back for nine models reveals that this is usually between 1.0 and 1.14 at the higher frequencies 2100, 3500 and 5000 MHz. That is, in the GHz range, slightly higher SAR WB under a frontally incident plane wave is typical for the human anatomy and may result from the fact that the front side of the body has more skin area and 'rough surface' (toes, feet, genitals, chin, face) than the back side. Normalized SAR 10g,HT and SAR 10g,LI are always less than 1 (figure 9), i.e. the peak 10 g SAR limit is not exceeded by any model in any simulated case at the reference level of exposure. Normalized peak 10 g SAR tends to be higher in the head/trunk region than in the limbs, especially under frontal exposure when, for example, nose and penis are directly irradiated. In the gigahertz region, typical peak SAR locations are fingers, toes, nose, ears, chin, penis and testicles, because the field can effectively enter inside these kind of body parts which have relatively small dimensions.
Normalized SAR for model variation.
The SAR WB results of VF Male Homogeneous and Posture standing are very similar (figure 9, top-left), because the models have roughly the same weight and shape. Because they seem 'equivalent' in terms of SAR WB , the posture variation results of SAR WB (section 3.1.4) are probably directly usable for VF Male Homogeneous, too. However, 'Posture standing' tends to have higher SAR 10g,HT values, which is very clearly observed in the frontal-V2100 case where its normalized SAR 10g,HT = 0.92 (figure 9, middle-left). Also, this issue is discussed in more detail in section 3.1.4. Figure 10 shows the posture variation results of normalized SAR WB , SAR 10g,HT and SAR 10g,LI for frontal exposure. Each marker in the figure represents a different posture (figures 3(a)-(f)). At 2100, 3500 and 5000 MHz, a sitting posture, 'sit' (a) or 'sit on ground' (e), minimizes SAR WB and the regular standing posture (d) gives SAR WB close to the maximum, which is typically obtained by stretching the arms up (c) or out (f). At 300 and 450 MHz, however, a change from the regular standing posture can increase SAR WB some tens of percents i.e. about 1-2 dB. Finally, the set of assessed postures should be representative in the sense that it may be difficult to find a new posture giving significantly higher SAR WB . In general, peak 10 g SAR is more sensitive to the posture than SAR WB . Furthermore, these particular posture models have some high normalized SAR 10g,HT values in the penis for vertical polarization (figure 10, top-right): this happens at 2100 MHz with all the standing postures, and at 3500 and 5000 MHz with 'sit on ground'. Investigation of the 3D 10g-SAR distributions reveals that anatomy and orientation of the penis may have a considerable effect on 10 g SAR in this organ. For VF Male Homogeneous, compared with 'Posture standing', the 10 g SAR in the penis is about 5 dB smaller (case 'V2100'), and the location of SAR 10g,HT is in nose. Also, for all the standing postures (figures 3(b), (c), (d) and (f)) at 2100 MHz, SAR 10g,HT is located in the penis for both polarizations, but the value is about 3 dB higher with vertical polarization. increase of about 2 dB in the worst case ( figure 11 ). With tissue-layering analyses (Christ et al 2006) , an even higher increase of peak 10 g SAR may be obtained. Figure 11 showing the heterogeneous-homogeneous-model comparison covers 11 directions and 2 models of clearly different size (VF Male and Boy). For prediction of SAR WB , the homogeneous model works quite well at 300 and 450 MHz and is always conservative at 5000 MHz. At 2100 MHz, the homogeneous model clearly underestimates SAR WB , and the underestimation would be even slightly larger if the homogeneous model had the same weight as the heterogeneous model (about 5% larger, see table 1). Based on these results, in the wide band 300-5000 MHz, the accuracy of the homogeneous model for SAR WB calculation is about 1.3 dB and about 2-3 dB for peak 10 g SAR.
Normalized SAR for posture variation.
Comparison of heterogeneous and homogeneous models. SAR values may increase
Field polarization and SAR.
Peak 10 g SAR may change several dB with polarization, which can be concluded from figures 9 and 10, for instance. But also SAR WB depends on the E-field orientation between 300 and 5000 MHz. At 300 MHz, due to the proximity of whole-body resonance, SAR WB in VF Boy, under lateral exposure, is 5.6 dB higher for vertical than horizontal polarization (only 3.3 dB higher frontally, from figure 4). Between 900 and 5000 MHz, SAR WB is polarization dependent, too, up to about 2.2 dB for VF Male, which is illustrated in figure 12 : horizontal polarization tends to give higher SAR WB , especially under exposure from the side, and the ratio SAR WB,Hpol /SAR WB,Vpol seems to grow with frequency. Actually, it is observed from figure 9 that, above 2 GHz for any adult phantom, SAR WB is higher for horizontal polarization. Inspection of figures 4 and 5, between 900 and 5000 MHz, reveals that SAR WB is more sensitive to the azimuth angle with vertical polarization. The horizontally polarized E-field is better able to propagate around the body, i.e. the incoming angle does not have as large an effect on SAR WB as for vertical polarization.
SAR variation in dB scale
The main idea here is to illustrate the SAR sensitivity to the incoming direction, model phantom and posture in such a way that one can easily compare the SAR sensitivities between different polarization-frequency combination cases. Figure 13 shows SAR sensitivity to the incoming direction variation for four models and 2 × 6 polarization-frequency combinations. The variation covers 11 directions (figure 1). 
which all depend on the polarization-frequency combination (pol, f ). For example, at vertical 2100 MHz, for normalized SAR WB in VFM Heterogeneous, SAR ref = 0.77 = SAR max and SAR min = 0.37 (from figure 6, top-left, 'V2100'); and thus, the corresponding bar ranges from −3.2 to 0 dB (figure 13, top, case 'V2100'). Essentially, the 0 dB level corresponds to frontal exposure. From figure 13 it is observed that, for an adult male, SAR WB varies with incoming direction most in the GHz region with vertical polarization. In the boy, SAR WB may vary remarkably also at 300 MHz. In general, the GHz range differs from lower frequencies because in the GHz range the penetration depth in a tissue is smaller and SAR is superficial, and SAR WB is largely dependent on the area of body silhouette presented to the incoming plane wave. However, in the few-hundred-MHz region, the penetration depth in a tissue is larger, SAR is volumetric instead of superficial and, essentially, SAR WB does not correlate with the 'body silhouette area' as in the GHz region. Model size matters slightly, i.e. typically, incoming direction has a larger effect on SAR WB for the adult male than for the boy (excluding 300 MHz). Also, typically, the direction dependence of SAR WB is higher for vertical polarization, and at f 900 MHz this is explained by the large azimuth-angle dependence of SAR WB for vertical polarization (see also section 3.1.6). In general, the extent of SAR variation depends on the frequency and polarization. For SAR WB the extent stays around 0.6-3.5 dB, and for the peak 10 g SAR around 1.7-7.5 dB. Figure 14 shows SAR sensitivity to the model for 2 × 6 polarization-frequency combinations. The bar diagrams are shown for frontal and back exposure of nine models: Norman, Japanese Male and Female, VHP Male, VF Male (homogeneous and heterogeneous), VF Boy (homogeneous and heterogeneous) and VF Female. The reference model is VFM Heterogeneous (0 dB level), and in the frontal exposure case of all models
Again, each bar ranges from 10 log 10 (SAR min /SAR ref ) to 10 log 10 (SAR max /SAR ref ). Because 'Posture standing' was assessed only under frontal exposure, it was not taken into account in the bar diagrams, in order to compare two configurations: nine models/frontal and nine models/back. If 'Posture standing' is included in the model variation, the range of SAR 10g,HT and SAR 10g,LI variation is increased in some polarization-frequency cases (upper limit of H300 V300 H450 V450 H900 V900 H2100 V2100 H3500 V3500 H5000 V5000 (2)- (4)). SAR WB varies most in the GHz region for vertical polarization. (5)- (7)). SAR WB variation is quite similar for frontal and back exposure. The results for nine models (18-105 kg) are indicated by the bars. In the frontal case also 'Posture standing' was simulated, and in some polarization-frequency cases this model can change the upper limit of variation of peak 10 g SAR, indicated by markers '+' (head/trunk) or 'o' (limbs).
variation shown by a marker in figure 14, top). SAR WB variation remains unaffected because the weights of 'Posture standing' and VF Male are roughly the same. Figure 14 shows that the SAR WB variation is larger in the GHz range and with vertical polarization (and at vertical 300 MHz due to the proximity of whole-body resonance for VF Boy), and the SAR WB variation is smaller at horizontal 300-900 MHz. SAR WB variation is quite similar for frontal and back exposure. In general, the extent of SAR variation is around 2.2-5.2 dB for SAR WB and around 1.6-6.5 dB for the peak 10 g SAR. 
In the GHz range SAR WB varies quite little, but at around 300-450 MHz, one may even expect a 2 dB rise in SAR WB if posture is changed from the standing position. The extent of SAR H300 V300 H450 V450 H900 V900 H2100 V2100 H3500 V3500 H5000 V5000 (8)- (10)).
variation stays around 0.7-1.7 dB for SAR WB and around 0.6-6.1 dB for the peak 10 g SAR, i.e. the variation is larger for peak 10 g SAR than for SAR WB .
Conclusion
In-house parallel FDTD and SAR codes were run in an HP supercluster to perform 720 freespace plane-wave SAR simulations. The objective of the research was to obtain SAR variation data due to incoming direction, human body model and posture variation, within the frequency range 300-5000 MHz, for two orthogonal polarizations.
Detailed results of SAR were plotted at 300, 450, 900, 2100, 3500 and 5000 MHz for vertical and horizontal polarization of the electric field. From these illustrations one can see the effect of the incoming direction, the model phantom and the model posture on SAR. The results were shown in a normalized form to directly reveal whether or not a SAR value is properly below the ICNIRP SAR limit (basic restriction) at the reference level of exposure. The limit of whole-body averaged SAR was clearly exceeded in Virtual Family (VF) Boy in the GHz region. Also VF Female was close to the limit (but below) at 2.1 GHz which is the frequency giving the highest normalized SAR WB for the heterogeneous models. Thus, at around 2 GHz, the SAR WB limit could be exceeded even by an adult having relatively low weight (∼50 kg) and well-absorbing body shape. The peak 10g-SAR limits were never exceeded in the studied cases, but with the homogeneous-male posture model the peak 10 g SAR in the head-and-trunk region (in penis) was merely 0.18 dB below the limit at 2100 MHz (model standing arms up) and 0.36 dB below when the arms were down. With a corresponding heterogeneous posture model SAR might increase in some cases, because the VF Boy and VF Male results showed that replacing a homogeneous model with a heterogeneous one may lead to a SAR WB increase of 1.3 dB and about a 2 dB increase of peak 10 g SAR.
The sensitivity of SAR to certain variables was illustrated in the dB scale separately at each frequency, from 300 MHz to 5 GHz, and for vertical and horizontal polarizations. Firstly, the incoming direction variation covered 11 directions for four models. For the adult male, SAR WB varies with direction most in the GHz region with vertical polarization. For the boy (height 1.17 m), SAR WB may vary remarkably also at 300 MHz. At 300 and 450 MHz, peak 10 g SAR varies much more than SAR WB . Typically, the direction dependence of SAR WB is higher for vertical than horizontal polarization, and at f 900 MHz this is caused by the large azimuth-angle dependence of SAR WB for vertical polarization. Secondly, the phantom variation covered ten models (18-105 kg). SAR WB varies with model more in the GHz range and for vertical polarization than at horizontal 300-900 MHz. The boy in the model set causes a high SAR WB variation also at vertical 300 MHz (proximity of whole-body resonance). SAR WB variation with phantom is quite similar for frontal and back exposure. Thirdly, the posture variation covered six postures. In the GHz range SAR WB varies quite little, but at around 300-450 MHz, one may even expect a 2 dB rise in SAR WB if posture is changed from the standing position. The variation of peak 10 g SAR with posture is clearly larger than the SAR WB variation.
The results show the clear difference between the GHz region and the few-hundred-MHz region. At around 1 to 5 GHz, one obtains maximum SAR WB (or closely maximum) with a standing posture under frontal exposure, but at 300 or 450 MHz, SAR WB may rise 1-2 dB when changing posture or incoming direction from the 'default' standing-frontal configuration. Normalized SAR levels are low at 300 and 450 MHz, though, due to low reference levels. Furthermore, the effect of polarization must not be neglected: near the whole-body resonance polarization has a strong effect on SAR WB , but also in the GHz region the effect may be more than 2 dB. Between 2 and 5 GHz for adults, SAR WB is higher for horizontal than for vertical polarization if the incoming direction is in the azimuth plane. Horizontal polarization gives higher SAR WB especially under exposure from the side.
Finally, the computed data can be utilized in many ways, for example, to adjust SAR estimation formulas of base-station antennas, or to extract correction factors and uncertainty estimates for SAR assessment. Also, this research suggests that the ICNIRP (1998) reference levels violate the basic restrictions for SAR, i.e. incoming power density or field strength that is below the reference level may lead to a SAR greater than the basic restriction. The present ICNIRP guidelines should be revised by lowering the current reference levels especially at around 2-5 GHz.
